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This is a book summary for The Obstacle Is the Way: The Timeless Art of Turning Trials into
Triumph by Ryan Holiday. Essentially a manual on Stoicism, Holiday examines through history
those who face an obstacle head on, see it as an opportunity to grow, take action, and defeat
their circumstances.The Survivor’s Summary of Ryan Holiday’s Best Selling Book is a fast
reference tool and book summary that captures the most essential information; condensed and
organized so its practical, simple and extremely useful. It's also easy to read through, directly to
the point and saves you loads of time!It is designed for:1.) The busy individual familiar with the
book and seek a better understanding of the key concepts one may have missed.2.) The
newcomer who values time spent on EXECUTION, not reading.Key Benefits:Excellent compact
summary of the author’s intent in a fast, convenient format.Takes out the vague or complex.
Explains the underlying stoic philosophy in words you can understand.Saves you precious time
from re-reading the 220+ page book to re-absorb, remember and categorize concepts. We did
all the work for you.Extraordinarily usable so you can keep the topic relevant and in front of you
for times when tenacity and steady perseverance are needed.Includes in-depth, critical
commentary for a balanced perspective, and what the author forgot to mention.More than just a
book summary, pull up this reference tool to help you develop resolve, determination, steel and
tenacity. Life just got more impactful as you realize no obstacle is too big to overcome. Through
resilience, calm and composure, you can learn how to become more objective with how you
perceive setbacks. Rather than give in, become extraordinary winners who persevere, no matter
what life throws at us!This summary is designed to be purchased alongside the reviewed title
The Obstacle Is the Way: The Timeless Art of Turning Trials into Triumph.Keyword: The Obstacle
is the Way, Ryan Holiday.

From student reviews of the previous edition:‘Pharmacy degrees are nothing if they don't have a
module you hate in them somewhere. For me it was pharmaceutical analysis. Disenchanted,
bored, the lectures would send me snoring in minutes… So, want to learn it the smart way? Use
this book. … You'll quickly grasp everything you need to know for a very handsome A.’‘I have
nothing bad to say about this book, as it helped me get that A in a module I couldn't stand, so
honestly what could be better?’‘I found this text book extremely useful. It complemented the
relevant module of my degree perfectly, it is easy to understand and great value too.’‘Excellent
for practical write-ups and exam revision. Everything I needed to know was right there, easy to
find, and in just the right amount of detail. The worked examples are especially useful for exam
revision.’‘I would definitely recommend buying this text book if you are looking for a
comprehensive reference text for GC, HPLC, UV-VIS spectroscopy, NMR etc. as part of a
pharmacy degree.’‘For those of you who aren't quite the dab hand you were at A-level maths, in



each topic they have numerous worked examples of calculations, plus small exercises at
strategic points of the chapter, which I strongly recommend you go through; the confidence it
gave me in tackling my exam was a big plus … Another plus is that there is a breakdown of the
chapter at the start of exactly what is covered - good for 'quick reference'…. it is also one of the
few books available combining various aspects of analytical chemistry, such as UV/ IR/ HPLC/
GC/ NMR spectroscopy.’
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Summary: The Obstacle Is The Way…In 15 MinutesThe Survivor’s Summary to Ryan Holiday’s
Best Selling BookMatthew DavisTable of ContentsINTRODUCTORY BACKGROUNDMAIN
IDEAPART I - PERCEPTIONPerceptionThe Discipline of PerceptionRecognize Your
PowerSteady Your NervesControl Your EmotionsPractice ObjectivityAlter Your PerspectiveIs It
Up To You?Live in the Present MomentThink DifferentlyFinding the OpportunityPART II -
ACTIONDiscipline of ActionGet MovingPractice PersistenceIterateFollow the ProcessDo Your
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That HappensPerseveranceSomething Bigger Than YourselfFINAL THOUGHTCRITICAL
COMMENTARY ON RYAN HOLIDAY’S BOOKOTHER SUMMARIES BY THIS AUTHOR©
Copyright 2015 by Matthew Davis. All rights reserved.This document is geared towards
providing exact and reliable information in regards to the topic and issue covered. From a
Declaration of Principles which was accepted and approved equally by a Committee of the
American Bar Association and a Committee of Publishers and Associations.In no way is it legal
to reproduce, duplicate, or transmit any part of this document in either electronic means or in
printed format. Recording of this publication is strictly prohibited and any storage of this
document is not allowed unless with written permission from the publisher. All rights
reserved.The information provided herein is stated to be truthful and consistent, in that any
liability, in terms of inattention or otherwise, by any usage or abuse of any policies, processes, or
directions contained within is the solitary and utter responsibility of the recipient reader. Under
no circumstances will any legal responsibility or blame be held against the publisher or author
for any reparation, damages, or monetary loss due to the information herein, either directly or
indirectly.The information herein is offered for informational purposes solely. The presentation of
the information is without contract or any type of guarantee assurance.The trademarks that are
used are without any consent, and the publication of the trademark is without permission or
backing by the trademark owner. All trademarks and brands within this book are for clarifying
purposes only and are the owned by the owners themselves, not affiliated with this
document.INTRODUCTORY BACKGROUNDFor Ryan Holiday to be writing about the
disciplined and highly philosophical Stoic practice of turning obstacles into opportunities is
perfectly apt in some ways, and somewhat odd in others. He is a man labeled as a ‘media
manipulator’; a man not averse to the odd media stunt. As a media strategist, he was partly
responsible for the rise of Tucker Max, a self-proclaimed narcissist who wrote books including
Assholes Finish First, and who is linked to the controversial ‘fratire’ genre of literature, which has
been described as potentially gross and demeaning.Mentored by the successful writer Robert
Greene, Holiday’s purpose is to build effective strategies for promising writers and voices. Ryan
Holiday gets people noticed.It is with this sense of business acumen, ingenuity and foresight



that Holiday can claim to be an authority on the subject of using obstacles to one’s advantage. A
professional author who has written for Forbes, The Huffington Post and The New York Observer
among others, he dropped out of college at the tender age of nineteen, before taking his life in a
new direction. With imagination and a solid intellect, he built a career for himself in media -
advising writers and developing strategies - before becoming Director of Marketing at American
Apparel. Still now only twenty-seven, he can claim to have overcome a fair few obstacles at a
relatively young age, and it is his own experiences, insight and knowledge that he brings to the
fore with his new book, The Obstacle Is The Way.The book itself is concerned with
demonstrating that no obstacle is too big to overcome. Through resilience, calm and composure,
we can learn how to become more objective with how we perceive setbacks. Rather than give in,
as ordinary people might, Holiday wants to help us become extraordinary winners who
persevere, no matter what life throws at us. He uses various examples of great men of history,
among them Theodore Roosevelt and Abraham Lincoln, as vehicles to show that all of us are
faced with adversity of some kind, and that the extraordinary are those who never give up;
instead, developing resolve, determination, steel and tenacity. With The Obstacle Is The Way,
the end goal is for us, the reader, to be able to face an obstacle head on, to turn it on its head; to
see it as an opportunity to grow, to take action, and to defeat our adversaries.MAIN IDEAThe
Obstacle Is The Way is split into three parts:1. Part I - Perception2. Part II - Action3. Part III -
WillPart I - PerceptionPerception refers to how we see an event: subjectively or objectively. An
objective way to describe an event would be to say that it happened. A subjective way of
describing an event is to say that it happened - and that it was bad. Subjectivity relates to our
unique take on something; it concerns our opinion, our perception of things. In order to see more
clearly, to lift the mist and to make cool, rational decisions, it is imperative that we master our
perceptions and become more objective. By being objective, we are thinking rationally without
the filter of emotion.In attaining ‘unflappable coolness under pressure,’ we refuse to give in to
emotions which may cloud how we understand something. For example, we often use the
phrase “it was said in the heat of the moment.” We say things which we will later regret, out of
anger and frustration. This means we are not being objective. It means we have not mastered
our perceptions. We need to become more:ResilientCalmFocusedBy mastering our emotions
we will be steadying our nerves. When we do this, we are able to face obstacles more easily. We
will be prepared to stand our ground and to understand that there is always a way forward, rather
than running away and giving up. We will understand the benefits
of:GracePoiseDefianceAcceptanceComposureCool-headednessAll these traits will help us to
make calmer, more rational decisions when under pressure.Part II - ActionIt is so easy to give up
at the first obstacle that falls across our path. It is so easy to hold up our hands at misfortune and
say, ‘that’s it, I did all I could.’ But it’s ordinary people who give up easily. It is the mediocre,
prepared for a quiet life of mundanity, who fret at the first sign of danger. Conversely, winners
and leaders confront obstacles head on and take action.Summary: The Obstacle Is The Way…
In 15 MinutesThe Survivor’s Summary to Ryan Holiday’s Best Selling BookMatthew
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Assholes Finish First, and who is linked to the controversial ‘fratire’ genre of literature, which has
been described as potentially gross and demeaning.Mentored by the successful writer Robert
Greene, Holiday’s purpose is to build effective strategies for promising writers and voices. Ryan
Holiday gets people noticed.It is with this sense of business acumen, ingenuity and foresight
that Holiday can claim to be an authority on the subject of using obstacles to one’s advantage. A
professional author who has written for Forbes, The Huffington Post and The New York Observer
among others, he dropped out of college at the tender age of nineteen, before taking his life in a
new direction. With imagination and a solid intellect, he built a career for himself in media -
advising writers and developing strategies - before becoming Director of Marketing at American
Apparel. Still now only twenty-seven, he can claim to have overcome a fair few obstacles at a
relatively young age, and it is his own experiences, insight and knowledge that he brings to the
fore with his new book, The Obstacle Is The Way.The book itself is concerned with
demonstrating that no obstacle is too big to overcome. Through resilience, calm and composure,
we can learn how to become more objective with how we perceive setbacks. Rather than give in,
as ordinary people might, Holiday wants to help us become extraordinary winners who
persevere, no matter what life throws at us. He uses various examples of great men of history,
among them Theodore Roosevelt and Abraham Lincoln, as vehicles to show that all of us are
faced with adversity of some kind, and that the extraordinary are those who never give up;



instead, developing resolve, determination, steel and tenacity. With The Obstacle Is The Way,
the end goal is for us, the reader, to be able to face an obstacle head on, to turn it on its head; to
see it as an opportunity to grow, to take action, and to defeat our adversaries.INTRODUCTORY
BACKGROUNDFor Ryan Holiday to be writing about the disciplined and highly philosophical
Stoic practice of turning obstacles into opportunities is perfectly apt in some ways, and
somewhat odd in others. He is a man labeled as a ‘media manipulator’; a man not averse to the
odd media stunt. As a media strategist, he was partly responsible for the rise of Tucker Max, a
self-proclaimed narcissist who wrote books including Assholes Finish First, and who is linked to
the controversial ‘fratire’ genre of literature, which has been described as potentially gross and
demeaning. Mentored by the successful writer Robert Greene, Holiday’s purpose is to build
effective strategies for promising writers and voices. Ryan Holiday gets people noticed. It is with
this sense of business acumen, ingenuity and foresight that Holiday can claim to be an authority
on the subject of using obstacles to one’s advantage. A professional author who has written for
Forbes, The Huffington Post and The New York Observer among others, he dropped out of
college at the tender age of nineteen, before taking his life in a new direction. With imagination
and a solid intellect, he built a career for himself in media - advising writers and developing
strategies - before becoming Director of Marketing at American Apparel. Still now only twenty-
seven, he can claim to have overcome a fair few obstacles at a relatively young age, and it is his
own experiences, insight and knowledge that he brings to the fore with his new book, The
Obstacle Is The Way.The book itself is concerned with demonstrating that no obstacle is too big
to overcome. Through resilience, calm and composure, we can learn how to become more
objective with how we perceive setbacks. Rather than give in, as ordinary people might, Holiday
wants to help us become extraordinary winners who persevere, no matter what life throws at us.
He uses various examples of great men of history, among them Theodore Roosevelt and
Abraham Lincoln, as vehicles to show that all of us are faced with adversity of some kind, and
that the extraordinary are those who never give up; instead, developing resolve, determination,
steel and tenacity. With The Obstacle Is The Way, the end goal is for us, the reader, to be able to
face an obstacle head on, to turn it on its head; to see it as an opportunity to grow, to take action,
and to defeat our adversaries.MAIN IDEAThe Obstacle Is The Way is split into three parts:1.
Part I - Perception2. Part II - Action3. Part III - WillPart I - PerceptionPerception refers to how we
see an event: subjectively or objectively. An objective way to describe an event would be to say
that it happened. A subjective way of describing an event is to say that it happened - and that it
was bad. Subjectivity relates to our unique take on something; it concerns our opinion, our
perception of things. In order to see more clearly, to lift the mist and to make cool, rational
decisions, it is imperative that we master our perceptions and become more objective. By being
objective, we are thinking rationally without the filter of emotion.In attaining ‘unflappable
coolness under pressure,’ we refuse to give in to emotions which may cloud how we understand
something. For example, we often use the phrase “it was said in the heat of the moment.” We say
things which we will later regret, out of anger and frustration. This means we are not being



objective. It means we have not mastered our perceptions. We need to become
more:ResilientCalmFocusedBy mastering our emotions we will be steadying our nerves. When
we do this, we are able to face obstacles more easily. We will be prepared to stand our ground
and to understand that there is always a way forward, rather than running away and giving up.
We will understand the benefits of:GracePoiseDefianceAcceptanceComposureCool-
headednessAll these traits will help us to make calmer, more rational decisions when under
pressure.Part II - ActionIt is so easy to give up at the first obstacle that falls across our path. It is
so easy to hold up our hands at misfortune and say, ‘that’s it, I did all I could.’ But it’s ordinary
people who give up easily. It is the mediocre, prepared for a quiet life of mundanity, who fret at
the first sign of danger. Conversely, winners and leaders confront obstacles head on and take
action.MAIN IDEAThe Obstacle Is The Way is split into three parts:1. Part I - Perception2. Part II
- Action3. Part III - WillPart I - PerceptionPerception refers to how we see an event: subjectively
or objectively. An objective way to describe an event would be to say that it happened. A
subjective way of describing an event is to say that it happened - and that it was bad. Subjectivity
relates to our unique take on something; it concerns our opinion, our perception of things. In
order to see more clearly, to lift the mist and to make cool, rational decisions, it is imperative that
we master our perceptions and become more objective. By being objective, we are thinking
rationally without the filter of emotion.In attaining ‘unflappable coolness under pressure,’ we
refuse to give in to emotions which may cloud how we understand something. For example, we
often use the phrase “it was said in the heat of the moment.” We say things which we will later
regret, out of anger and frustration. This means we are not being objective. It means we have not
mastered our perceptions. We need to become
more:ResilientResilientCalmCalmFocusedFocusedBy mastering our emotions we will be
steadying our nerves. When we do this, we are able to face obstacles more easily. We will be
prepared to stand our ground and to understand that there is always a way forward, rather than
running away and giving up. We will understand the benefits of:GraceGracePoisePoiseDefiance
DefianceAcceptanceAcceptanceComposureComposureCool-headednessCool-headednessAll
these traits will help us to make calmer, more rational decisions when under pressure. Part II -
ActionIt is so easy to give up at the first obstacle that falls across our path. It is so easy to hold
up our hands at misfortune and say, ‘that’s it, I did all I could.’ But it’s ordinary people who give
up easily. It is the mediocre, prepared for a quiet life of mundanity, who fret at the first sign of
danger. Conversely, winners and leaders confront obstacles head on and take action.
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Messages For The Soul, “Perfect study of perseverance. When I was going through what
seemed to be a never-ending series of trials and tribulations a few months ago, someone sent
me Ryan Holiday's The Obstacle is the Way. The book was very helpful to me in taking a look at
those in history who have faced obstacles and were able to grow and come out on top. I have
referred back to the book repeatedly since but thought that a summary would be nice. This one
is perfect and I can find inspiration in a just a few pages with this condensed guide.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Very insightful. This short book was very insightful. I always felt inside I
was a stoic but never did I know that such a word existed to describe my feelings toward life and
what I am dealing with. I highly recommend this even though it was a short read it can be very
helpful”

Crushndent, “Good overview. This short summary of the original is concise, well organized and
to the point. The writers style was not cumbersome and is easy to get the point.”

Dennis Bozzi, “Five Stars. This is a must read. It capsulizes centuries of powerful and positive
thought!”

Jose BRd, “The summary. The book an its information is a 1 or 2 at best. The 4 stars are for the
summary because its a good summary of the original book without wasting all the time the
original makes you waste. So for me the summary its way better. But in general I just don't like
the information.”

The book by Matthew Davis has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 22 people have provided feedback.
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